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Minutes of the May 29, 2008 Chapter meeting:
Meeting started at 2:30pm
Bruce Campbell Welcomed all members.
Treasurers Report:
None given.
Chapter Membership Renewal Time:
Membership in the chapter is on a calendar year basis and all members should renew their membership at the
first of the year. Each chapter member must be a member of the national EAA as well. Annual dues are
$15.00. You may renew your membership by completing the renewal form and sending 1) the dues and 2)
your national EAA member number and expiration date to Vincent Nicely, 2605 Suffolk Street, Kingsport,
TN 37660 or you may pay Vince at the next chapter meeting.
Secretary’s Report:
Minutes were distributed in the last News Letter.
Young eagles Report:
Bob said the date scheduled for this years YE event for EAA is June 14th..
Reprint from April: President Mike Hathaway asked for volunteers to assist during the Ulster Project, results as
follows;
Registration: Sue Marschalk, Vince and Heather Nicley
Flight Line Escorts: David Crockett, LeVern Nunley and Jim Summers
Transient Parking/Ground Control: Richard Pike
Preflight Instruction: Jim Summers
Photographer: Bruce Campbell
Pilots: Paul Marschalk, Bob Barlow, Larry Murphy, Tom Poulin, Charles Boykin, Barry Campbell
Publicity: Mike Hathaway will contact Jeff Bobo
Cooking: Yes- hamburgers, hot dogs, drinks, etc., chef to be decided.
Technical Counselors Report:
Jim Summers inspected/assisted Mike Hathaway’s airplane. Larry Murphy’s RANS is ready to paint.

Old Business:
None

New Business:
None
Program:
Bruce showed some Technical DVD’s on Avioncs
Meeting adjourned at 3:00

A Message from the Editor
Hi Everyone,
If you are working on a project, doing repairs take a picture, and send me a short blurb about it. A lot of you
take short trips out and about to small airstrips, to lunch stops, and airplane museums. We would like to hear
about it and share your story. Also if you hear of an event that is not listed in the newsletter or our web site,
please email me with the information. This is “your” chapter newsletter, and thanks to those who have sent me
material. As you read the articles in this newsletter you can appreciate the articles by fellow members. It sure
makes reading the newsletter a better experience for us all.
This Newsletter includes the following Articles:
Oil Filter Cutting Tool: By George Killishek
Scud Running at high altitude: by Barry Campbell
T28 landing gear up at RVN: Pictures by Bruce Campbell
DC-3 has been grounded by EU health and safety rules: From an email sent by a retired USAF
AOPA Experience the new Flight Service minicourse now :

Calendar of Events
EAA 442 Chapter meetings are the last Sunday of
each month at 2:30pm RVN
Members are encouraged to bring a desert and a friend.
Fly-outs for EAA 442 to be determined.
June 14th EAA 442 Young Eagles Day, (RVN)
AOPA OPEN HOUSE
June 14-15, 2008 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SUFFOLK, VA
NEW HOME FOR 2008:
VIRGINIA REGIONAL FESTIVAL OF FLIGHT
SUFFOLK EXECUTIVE AIRPORT (SFQ) –
www.VirginiaFlyIn.org
July 19th, 2008 Ulster Project
July 28 to August 3, 2008 EAA AirVenture----Oshkosh, WI
JULY 25-26-27, 2008 – - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NEWARK, ILL
PRE-AIRVENTURE/OSHKOSH TRIKEFEST FLY-IN
CUSHING FIELD (OC8)
July 25-27 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - BRODHEAD, WI
HATZ – PIETENPOL FLY-IN
July 28-August 3, 2008 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - OSHKOSH, WI
EAA AIRVENTURE – WITTMAN REGIONAL AIRPORT (OSH)
MAKE PLANS EARLY - www.AirVenture.org
October 4-5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - WINCHESTER, VA
EAA CHAPTER 186 FALL FLY-IN
Open House (RVN)
September 20th, EAA442
Batavia, OH. A Sporty's Hot Dog Fly-In takes place every Saturday
at Clermont County (I69). Free hot dogs every Saturday from noon
until 2 p.m. Contact Jason Pruitt, 513/735-9500.
JANUARY 22-25, 2009 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - SEBRING, FL
U.S. SPORT AVIATION EXPO
SEBRING REGIONAL AIRPORT (SEF)
www.sport-aviation-expo.com

Member Items For SALE
If you know of anyone looking for a good project I've got a couple to sell reasonable.
A Fergy F-IIB with Geo/Raven engine combination, wings built, fuselage on the gear $8,000
A 1938 Taylorcraft BC-65 totally original, especially the panel, fuselage bead-blasted
and primed, right wing assembled, engine needs top overhaul. $9,000 If I can sell these
projects my wife will let me look for a Kolb Mk III.
Bruce Bixler
tocprez@yahoo.com

If you have an airplane project, or aircraft parts/items you want to sell, send me all the info.
mailto:barrya1946@yahoo.com
Scud Running at high altitude: by Barry Campbell
Well it was one of those days when ya say what the heck am I doing up here. It all started when I flew to
Winchester WV to be with my son Al #49 at the Summit Cyclefest, he likes to race as a hobby, fortunately mine
is limited to Flying as pocketbook permits and videotaping events. Well we had a fun 4 day weekend at the
track, but when it came time to leave Monday, the weather went to, well lets say not my way. Al said I’ll fly
home to CHS and you can drive my truck and trailer full of stuff back to Rogersville. Ya Hoo what an
opportunity, but as it turned out the best choice as there were 2 sigmets for very bad weather, one at Winchester
and of course RVN. It was a long ride after a full day in the sun, but now I will have to drive to CHS and get my
Hucklebuck back, otherwise know as 5050A. The good new is that while he had it at his shop, they did my
annual. Man am I lucky or what! Well, I drove over on a Thursday and planned to fly back on Friday. When we
got to the airport around 7am, the haze was really bad and didn’t get much better when I left at 2pm. I flew out
and climbed to 2500ft headed for CUB, and as I got closer, I had to descend to 2300ft to stay out of the clouds.
I at this point am hoping the forecast was correct and I would see better conditions on my way to Rutherfordton.
After talking to Columbia, I came out on the other side still with lousey conditions, but still VFR and put in my
in next waypoint FQD. The hazy conditions did improve some, and my trip to FQD was fairly smooth. After
landing I checked out the facility, checked weather and had my plane fueled. Off to RVN, I called Ashville
when I reached 6500ft and continued rocketing to 8500ft. All was good so far considering the haze and
humongus clouds ahead, but on I go. At some point, the clouds were getting higher and closer together, so I
after talking to Ashville, decended to 8000ft to avoid clouds. I looked out beyond the set of ridges and could see
the next ridge, so I turned to the left to avoid a large cloud near the mountain peaks figuring I would cross
through there. Well, as I got closer, the second set of ridges disappeared! So I did a quick 180 and then a turn to
the right towards I-26, at least it was in the clear. As it turns out, a good choice since the overall visibility was
getting better. I was getting fairly close to the last set of really high mountains, but so were the clouds. I or we
(Ashville) decided to squak VFR and I went down to 6500, well above the mountains and continued a slow
decent to clear the clouds. Whew was I glad to see the Greenville Airport, not too long to my home airport
RVN. Needless to say I was glad the trip was over and Hucklebuck was back in the hangar, time now 5:30pm.
Oil Filter Cutting Tool:
By George Killishek
It’s a good idea to cut open the used oil filter every time we change oil to inspect for metal particles. Once an engine starts
to make metal, it’s a fairly short while before big problems are likely to occur in the most inconvenient circumstances.
Aircraft Spruce sells tools for cutting open the filter canister starting at about $50 and going up well into the three-digit
range. The Pilot Shop at Addison Airport sells a good tool for about $120.
I built a workable tool in about two hours for a total cost of $0.00. The two pictures below show it: very ugly but
serviceable.
Materials include a piece of scrap 3⁄4” plywood, a length of 3⁄4” aluminum angle, a 2 1⁄2” “C” clamp, assorted nuts, bolts,
washers and screws and the cutting blade and guide rollers from an old tubing cutter. All were found lying derelict in my
garage. The pictures are self-explanatory, except to note that the aluminum angle supporting the cutting tool is supported
off the surface of the plywood to make the cut at the appropriate height on the filter canister.

T28 landing gear up at RVN: Pictures by Bruce Campbell

At the last meeting, an unfortunate incident occurred fortunately no one was physically hurt.

Now the DC-3 has been grounded by EU health and safety rules:
'It groaned, it protested, it rattled, it ran hot, it ran cold, it ran rough, it staggered along on hot days and scared you half to
death. 'Its wings flexed and twisted in a horrifying manner, it sank back to earth with a great sigh of relief. But it flew and it
flew and it flew.'
This is the memorable description by Captain Len Morgan, a former pilot with Braniff Airways, of the unique challenge of
flying a Douglas DC-3.
It's carried more passengers than any plane in history but - Now the DC-3 has been grounded by EU health and safety rules.
The DC-3 served in World War II, Korea, and Vietnam and was a favourite among pilots.
For more than 70 years, the aircraft known through a variety of nicknames - the Doug, the Dizzy, Old Methuselah, the
Gooney Bird, the Grand Old Lady - but which to most of us is simply the Dakota - has been the workhorse of the skies.
With its distinctive nose-up profile when on the ground and extraordinary capabilities in the air, it transformed passenger
travel and served in just about every military conflict from World War II onwards.
Now the Douglas DC-3 - the most successful plane ever made, which first took to the skies just over 30 years after the Wright
Brothers' historic first flight - is to carry passengers in Britain for the last time.
Romeo Alpha and Papa Yankee, the last two passenger-carrying Dakotas in the UK, are being forced into retirement because
of - yes, you've guessed it - health and safety rules.
Their owner, Coventry-based Air Atlantique, has reluctantly decided it would be too expensive to fit the required emergency
escape slides and weather radar systems required by new European rules for their 65-year-old planes, which served with the
RAF during the war.
Mike Collett, the company's chairman, says: 'We're very saddened.'
The end of the passenger-carrying British Dakotas is a sad chapter in the story of the most remarkable aircraft ever built,
surpassing all others in length of service, dependability, and achievement.
It has been a luxury airliner, transport plane, bomber, fighter, and flying hospital, and introduced millions of people to the
concept of air travel.
It has flown more miles, broken more records, carried more passengers and cargo, accumulated more flying time, and
performed more 'impossible' feats than any other plane in history, even in these days of super-jumbos that can circle the
world non-stop.
Indeed, at one point, 90 per cent of the world's air traffic was operated by DC-3s.
More than 10,500 DC-3s have been built since the prototype was rolled out to astonished onlookers at Douglas' Santa Monica
factory in 1935.
With its eagle beak, large square windows, and sleek metal fuselage, it was luxurious beyond belief, in contrast to the woodand-canvas bone shakers of the day, where passengers had to huddle under blankets against the cold.
Even in the 1930s, the early Dakotas had many of the comforts we take for granted today, like on-board loos and a galley that
could prepare hot food.
Early menus included wild rice pancakes with blueberry syrup, served on bone china with silver service.
For the first time, passengers were able to stand up and walk around while the plane was airborne.
But the design had one vital feature, ordered by pioneering aviator Charles Lindbergh, who was a director of TWA, which
placed the first order for the plane.
The DC-3 should always, Lindbergh directed, be able to fly on one engine.
Pilots have always loved it, not just because of its rugged reliability but because, with no computers on board, it is the epitome
of 'flying by the seat of the pants'.
One aviator memorably described the Dakota as a 'collection of parts flying in loose formation', and most reckon they can
land it pretty well on a postage stamp.
Captain Len Morgan says: 'The Dakota could lift virtually any load strapped to its back and carry it anywhere and in any
weather safely.'
It is the very human scale of the plane that has so endeared it to successive generations.
With no pressurization in the cabin, it flies low and slow.
And unlike modern jets, it's still possible to see the world go by from the cabin of a Dakota.
(The name, incidentally, is an acronym for Douglas Aircraft Company Transport Aircraft.)
As a former Pan Am stewardess puts it: 'From the windows you seldom look upon a flat, hazy, distant surface to the world.

'Instead, you see the features of the earth - curves of mountains, colours of lakes, cars moving on roads, ocean waves crashing
on shores, and cloud formations as a sea of popcorn and powder puffs.'
But it is for heroic feats in military service that the legendary plane is most distinguished.
It played a major role in the invasion of Sicily, the D-Day landings, the Berlin Airlift, and the Korean and Vietnam wars,
performing astonishing feats along the way.
When General Eisenhower was asked what he believed were the foundation stones for America's success in World War II, he
named the bulldozer, the jeep, the half-ton truck, and the Dakota.
When the Burma Road was captured by the Japanese and the only way to send supplies into China was over the mountains at
19,000 ft, the Chinese leader Chiang Kai-shek said: 'Give me 50 DC-3s and the Japs can have the Burma Road.'
In 1945, a Dakota broke the world record for a flight with an engine out of action, traveling for 1,100 miles from Pearl
Harbour to San Diego, with just one propeller working.
Another in RNZAF service lost a wing after colliding mid-air with a Lockheed bomber. Defying all the rules of aerodynamics,
and with only a stub remaining, the plane landed, literally, on a wing and a prayer at Whenuapai Airbase.
Once, a Dakota pilot carrying paratroops across the Channel to France heard an enormous bang.
He went aft to find half the plane had been blown away, including part of the rudder.
With engines still turning, he managed to skim the wave-tops before finally making it to safety.
Another wartime Dakota was rammed by a Japanese fighter that fell to earth, while the American crew returned home in
their severely damaged - but still airborne - plane and were given the distinction of 'downing an enemy aircraft'.
Another DC-3 was peppered with 3,000 bullets in the wings and fuselage by Japanese fighters.
It made it back to base, was repaired with canvas patches and glue, and then sent back into the air.
During the evacuation of Saigon in 1975, a Dakota crew managed to cram aboard 98 Vietnamese orphans, although the plane
was supposed to carry no more than 30 passengers.
In addition to its rugged military service, it was the DC-3 which transformed commercial passenger flying in the post-war
years.
Easily converted to a passenger plane, it introduced the idea of affordable air travel to a world which had previously seen it as
exclusively for the rich.
Flights across America could be completed in about 15 hours (with three stops for refueling), compared with the previous
reliance on short hops in commuter aircraft during the day and train travel overnight.
It made the world a smaller place, gave people the opportunity for the first time to see previously inaccessible destinations, and
became a romantic symbol of travel.
The DC-3's record has not always been perfect.
After the war, military-surplus Dakotas were cheap, often poorly maintained, and pushed to the limit by their owners.
Accidents were frequent.
One of the most tragic happened in 1962, when Zulu Bravo, a Channel Airways flight from Jersey, slammed into a hillside on
the Isle of Wight in thick fog.
All three crew died and nine of the 14 passengers, but the accident changed the course of aviation history.
The local radar, incredibly, had been switched off because it was a Sunday.
The national air safety rules were changed to ensure that never happened again.
'The DC-3 was, and is, unique,' wrote the novelist and aviation writer Ernest Gann, 'since no other flying machine has cruised
every sky known to mankind, been so admired, cherished, glamorized, known the touch of so many pilots, and sparked so
many tributes.
'It was without question the most successful aircraft ever built and even in this jet age it seems likely the surviving DC-3s may
fly about their business forever.'
This may be no exaggeration. Next month, Romeo Alpha and Papa Yankee begin a farewell tour of Britain's airports before
carrying their final passengers at the International Air Tattoo at RAF Fairford on July 16.
But after their retirement, there will still be Dakotas flying in the farthest corners of the world, kept going with love,
dedication, and sheer ingenuity.
Nearly three-quarters of a century after they first entered service, it's still possible to get a Dakota ride somewhere in the
world.

I recently took a DC-3 into the heart of the Venezuelan jungle - to the 'Lost World' made famous in the novel by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle.
It is one of the most remote regions on the planet - where the venerable old planes have long been used because they can be
maneuvered like birds in the wild terrain.
It's a scary experience being strapped into a torn canvas chair, raked back at an alarming angle (walking along the aisle of a
stationary Dakota is like climbing a steep hill) as you wait for take-off.
The engines spew smoke and oil as they shudder into life with what DC-3 fans describe as 'music' but to me sounded like the
hammering of a thousand pneumatic drills.
But soon you are skimming the legendary flat-topped mountains protruding from the jungle below, purring over wild rivers
and the Angel Falls, the world's highest rapids.
Suddenly the ancient plane drops like a stone to a tiny landing strip just visible in the trees.
The pilot dodges bits of dismantled DC-3 engines scattered on the ground and avoids a stray dog as he touches down with
scarcely a bump.
How did he do it without air traffic control and the minimum of navigational aids?
''C'est facile - it's easy,' he shrugged.
Today, many DC-3s live on throughout the world as crop-sprayers, surveillance patrols, air freighters in forgotten African
states, and even luxury executive transports.
One, owned by a Houston lumber company, had mink-covered doorknobs while another, belonging to a Texas rancher, had
sofas and reclining chairs upholstered with the skins of unborn calves.
In Jaipur, India, a Dakota is licensed for flying wedding ceremonies.
Even when they have ended their aerial lives, old Dakotas have become mobile homes, hamburger stands, and hen houses.
One even serves as a football team changing room.
Clark Gable's private DC-3, which once ferried chums such as John and Bobby Kennedy, Marilyn Monroe, Frank Sinatra,
and Ronald Reagan, is in a theme park in San Marino.
But don't assume it won't run again. Some of the oldest hulks have been put back into the skies.
The ancient piston engines are replaced by modern turboprops, and many a pilot of a modern jet has been astonished to find
a Dakota alongside him on the climb away from the runway.
So what is the enduring secret of the DC-3?
David Egerton, professor of the history of science and technology at ImperialCollege, London, says we should rid our minds of
the idea that the most recent inventions are always the best.
'The very fact that the DC-3 is still around and performing a useful role in the world is a powerful reminder that the latest and
most expensive technology is not always the one that changes history,' he says.
It's long been an aviation axiom that 'the only replacement for the DC-3 is another DC-3'.
So it's fortunate that at least one seems likely to be around for a very long time to come.
In 1946, a DC-3 on a flight from Vienna to Pisa crashed into the top of the Rosenlaui Glacier in the Swiss Alps.
The aircraft was not damaged and all the passengers were rescued, but it quickly began to disappear as a blinding snowstorm
raged.
Swiss engineers have calculated that it will take 600 years for it to slide down inside the glacier and emerge at the bottom.
The most asinine ruling ever dreamed up by a nightmare bureaucracy!!! I especially appreciate the part requiring "escape
slides". On it's belly, one can step down from the aircraft floor to the ground. And, the article left out the tale of the "DC-2and-a-Half". After being shot up by Japanese fighters, the damaged wing of a DC-3 was replaced with one from a DC-2. It
was then loaded up with refugees and flown to safety.

